KEY FIGURES

GDP (Quarter I 2019)

The volume of GDP at current prices: **24 487,1 bln. roubles**
Index of physical volume relative of the Quarter I 2018: **100,5%**

Population (as of 1 January 2019)

Estimation of the number of population
**146 780,7 thousand people**

Industrial Production Index (in July 2019)

As % of July 2018 **102,8%**
As % of June 2019 **99,3%**

Consumer Price Index (CPI)

In August 2019 as % of July 2019 **99,8%**
In August 2019 as % of December 2018 **102,4%**

Wages

Average monthly accrued wage of employees in the whole economy of the Russian Federation in June 2019 **49 348 roubles**
Overdue wage arrears  
(as of 01.08.2019)

Total debt amounted to
2 752.6 million roubles

Input of habitation the first half of 2019 year
Commissioned
398,4 thousand apartments
total area
30.1 million square meters

Retail trade turnover

In July 2019
2792.9 billion roubles
as % of July 2018
101,0%

Unemployment in the Russian Federation (June 2019)

Level of unemployment was 4,5 %
Number of unemployed (using methodology of the ILO)
3 364 thousand people